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10 Infamous Fraud Cases Of
Madoff died Wednesday in a North Carolina federal prison, where he was serving a 150-year sentence. He defrauded thousands of investors out of tens of billions of dollars over nearly two decades.
Bernie Madoff, Financier Behind Notorious Ponzi Scheme, Dies At 82
The late Kenneth Lay was CEO of Enron from 1986 to 2002 and is infamous for his role in the ... by a grand jury on 11 counts of securities fraud and related charges and was found guilty in 2006 of 10 ...
Corporate fraud cases in the world
Bernie Madoff, who came to epitomize Wall Street corruption with his epic $65-billion Ponzi scheme, has died in prison of natural causes at age 82.
Bernie Madoff, notorious financier who pulled off history's biggest swindle, dies at 82
High-Level Organizer of Notorious Hacking Group Sentenced to Prison for Scheme that Compromised Tens of Millions of Debit and Credit Cards. FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Friday, April 16, ...
High-Level Organizer of Notorious Hacking Group Sentenced to Prison for Scheme that Compromised Tens of Millions of Debit and Credit Cards
The 47-year-old breakout star quickly became notorious for her flamboyant fashions ... by the feds on charges of conspiracy to commit wire fraud and conspiracy to commit money laundering.
Jen Shah’s house — the infamous ‘Shah Ski Chalet’ — is an alleged fraud, too
Attempts to commandeer election results have been documented dating back to the 19th century, when New York City’s infamous Tammany ... Examples of election fraud cases across the country ...
Voter Fraud
it is usually a case of election fraud, not voter fraud --- cased where election insiders, who would not be deterred by polling place Photo ID restrictions, carry out the crimes, as in the infamous ...
New James O'Keefe Hoax Video Purports to Detail Fraudulent Cases of 'Voter Fraud' in NH
A jealous husband who strangled his wife to death before chopping up her body and a babysitter who inflicted fatal injuries on a 21-month-old girl were just two of the notorious criminals locked ...
25 of the most notorious criminals jailed in the UK in March
Given that Small's case was among the most notorious and widely reported during the ... exhaustive nationwide study by a non-partisan news consortium found just ten (10) instances of in-person voter ...
Felony Charges Dropped for Virginia Republican Who Trashed Voter Registration Forms Last Year
Mr. Schiff: Hello I’m Neal Schiff and welcome to Inside the FBI, a weekly podcast about news, cases, and operations. Health care fraud ... course then we have the infamous billing for services ...
Health Care Fraud Costs Billions
Capri, who was arrested in 2020, is being held without bail on fraud, conspiracy and money laundering charges. He has pleaded not guilty. The federal case ... man" in the notorious Lucchese ...
Ex-mobster's business partner pleads guilty to fraud in Rascal Flatts restaurant scheme
Jailed Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny said Friday he was suffering from nerve pain in a notorious Russian penal ... in police wagons and in 'pencil cases' crookedly," Navalny said in a message ...
Navalny Complains Of Nerve Pain In Russian Prison
Law360 (April 2, 2021, 7:39 PM EDT) -- Notorious ... including the 10-year ban recently imposed upon former Theranos chief executive Elizabeth Holmes. "Holmes engaged in fraud, in economic ...
Shkreli Balks At Ban From Leading Public Co., $1.4M Fine
In many cases, Hunter spares no detail in recounting ... Hunter claims he bought a 10% stake in the firm after his father left the vice presidency. Another strange interlude from the election ...
Hunter Biden, in new memoir, offers lurid details of addiction but sidesteps some political scandals
The Miami area, infamous for its smorgasbord of fraud schemes, is among the worst ... Among them: Yet another case of a South Florida hospital employee swiping patients’ Social Security numbers ...
Miami U.S. attorney issues warning and crackdown on ID theft, tax-refund fraud
He was sentenced to 2½ years in prison for breaching parole conditions in a 2014 fraud case, partly because he ... his term in Penal Colony No. 2, a notorious prison that former inmates claim ...
Jailed Russian opposition leader Navalny declares hunger strike
Only liberals would think an appropriate response to an infamous ... fewer than 10 victims.) Nor, of course, was the rapacious white male theory supported by the facts of the very case they ...
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